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Regev, Gabriel Rossman, Bill Roy, Ken Spring, Tammy Smith, Jason Toynbee, Mayer N. Zald, and Ezra Zuckerman for their assistance on drafts of this work. We are sorry that we cannot recognize by name the anonymous ASR reviewers who provided extreme ly helpful comments. (Ferguson 2004) . Analyses of such classificatory schemes, however, often relegate the cultural meanings of these categories to a secondary feature of the system. In contrast, the use of the concept of genre places cultural meaning at the forefront of any analysis of category construc tion and has potential and significant general utility across domains. Genre is a conceptual tool most often used to classify varieties of cultural products, particu larly in the fields of visual art, popular culture, video games, film, literature, and music. It describes a manner of expression that governs artists' work, their peer groups, and the audi ences for their work (Becker 1982; Bourdieu 1993) . In this article, we build on the theoreti cal and conceptual use of genre to better under stand the dynamics of symbolic classification and change in order to identify recurrent soci ocultural forms of music genres. To date, no one has published a systematic analysis of the char acteristic forms that music-making communi ties take or how they change over time. * Instead, historical surveys of popular music focus atten tion on charismatic performers, analyze works within the canon, and identify cultural factors that promote the growth of music genres (e.g., Garofalo 2002; Toynbee 2000) . In addition, hundreds of social scientists have studied the structure of particular popular-music commu nities and the social contexts that shape them. We carefully examine these studies to find uni formities in the forms of music genres and reg ularities in their trajectories. We also identify the developmental sequences of these genres, rather than focus on the mechanisms that cause gen res to transition from one form to the next.
Although we examine the case of music genres in the twentieth-century United States in par ticular, our method of social and cultural analy sis offers a more general sociological framework?a framework potentially applica ble to all manner of phenomena where individ uals and groups construct cultural boundaries. We conclude with a discussion of these more general implications.
THE GENRE IDEA
Genre organizes the production and consump tion of cultural material, including organiza tional procedures (Ahlkvist and Faulkner 2002; Ballard, Dodson, and Bazzini 1999; Becker 1982; Bielby and Bielby 1994; Griswold 1987; Hirsch 1972; Negus 1999) , and influences tastes and the larger structures of stratification in which they are embedded (Bourdieu 1993 (Bourdieu , 1995 Lizardo 2006) . Recently, organizational ecologists have deployed genre to understand the competitive success and restructuring of organ izations (Hsu 2006; Hsu and Hannan 2005) . There are two dominant approaches to the study of genre. In the first, humanities scholars typically focus attention on the "text" of a cul tural object, which is abstracted from the con text in which it is made or consumed (Apperley 2006; Devitt 2004; Fowler 1982; Frow 2006; Hyon 1996; Swales 1990; C. Williams 2006) . Most musicologists employ this textual approach to identify genre as a set of pieces of music that share a distinctive musical language (van der Merwe 1989) . Some sociologists employ the use of genre-as-text, but they are careful to show how genre is influenced by the context in which it is made and consumed.2
2 Dowd (1992) shows the societal influences on the musicological structure of popular music, and Cerulo
The second dominant approach defocalizes text and places the study of genre squarely in a social context. Some analysts apply the term to general marketing categories such as pop, clas sical, country, urban, and jazz (Negus 1999) .
Most studies of taste that analyze survey data to examine how groups of consumers use available genres to express their social identity or status (e.g., Mark 1998) look at very inclusive genres (e.g., rock, MOR, or classical), closer to Ennis's (1992) "streams" or Bourdieu's (1993) "fields." Others use the terms subculture (Thornton 1996) , scene (Bennett 1997), or neo-tribe (Maffesoli 1996) in ways cognate with the meaning of genre here.
Alternatively, others highlight the set of cul tural practices (Becker 1982 ) that a music com munity defines as a genre and view its texts as the product of social interactions in a specific sociocultural context (Frith 1996) . This approach is found in Peterson's (1997) Much the same argument holds for pop and teen music. At its core, pop music is music found in Billboard magazine's Hot 100 Singles chart. Songs intended for the pop music market usually have their distinguishing genre charac teristics purposely obscured or muted in the interest of gaining wider appeal (Weisbard 2008) . Artists making such music may think of their performances in terms of genre, but the organizations that assist them in reaching the chart most certainly do not. As a case in point, artist development expert Lou Pearlman played a vital role in creating the "boy band" sensation of the late 1990s (e.g., Backstreet Boys, O Town, and 'N Sync) by putting together per formers who answered casting calls. Such star-making is a fascinating and under researched topic but beyond our focus here.
Emmitt Miller, the yodeling minstrel (Tosches 2002) , are two examples.
That said, genre music can transform into pop music, and consequently the pop charts are a mix of "pure" pop (i.e., a succession of hits that are marginally different) and songs derived from genres that are popular at the moment, such as rap or punk. Thus, pop is considered a chart, a way of doing business, or a target demo graphic, but not a genre (Anand and Peterson 2000; but see Weisbard 2008) . We restrict ourselves to music created in the commercial marketplace and thus eliminate the many "classical" and "art" musics. Genres that function in nonprofit or grant-based economies have different creative, organizational, financial, audience, and critical support mechanisms than do commercial musics (Caves 2000) . The types and trajectories of genres among nonprofit musics therefore take on distinct forms from those that are focal here (Arian 1971).
RESEARCH METHODS
This article builds on two prior works in which we closely examined the features of four twen tieth-century U.S. musics that seemed to expe rience a complete developmental trajectory (Lena and Peterson 2006, 2007) . We selected grunge from the rock stream, rap from the R&B stream, bebop from the jazz stream, and blue grass from the country music stream. We then read extensively in the academic and popular press about each.
We found that over time each music took on different forms that were roughly comparable across the musics examined. We designate these as Avant-garde, Scene-based, Industry-based, and Traditionalist genre forms. Finally, we dis covered that over the course of its history, each of these music communities began as an Avant garde genre, became Scene-based, then
Industry-based, and finally Traditionalist, a tra jectory we abbreviate as AgSIT We chose the four cases in our initial analy ses for their musical differences from each other and for the wealth of secondary material avail able on their histories. We did not choose them for their representativeness of a larger class of musics, nor for differences in their trajectories of growth. The strong similarities in the devel opmental patterns of the four musics led us to seek out a large set of musics that might not fit this trajectory. To bound our search we limited our study to genres established in the United States during the twentieth century. Because genre boundaries are contested and fluid, and no one has attempted to exhaustively and contin ually document all the music genres in the United States, it proved impossible to find a definitive universe of musics from which to choose a representative sample. Accordingly, we began with Ennis's (1992) list of music streams, which includes rock-n-roll, pop, Black pop, country pop, jazz, folk, and gospel. Ennis (1992) identified streams as such because each had distinctive institutional structures, aesthetics, and symbolic identities. His model is a good sociological examination of the popular music field, but it is dated. To include new kinds of U.S. music, we added musics that do not fit neatly into one of these seven streams.
Critics, fans, and music promoters regularly invent genre terms, but many of these are not widely used in the relevant music community. To form a set of genres, we consulted refer ence works and music-related magazines to find terms commonly in use. Because we need ed enough information to make judgments about the forms and histories of genres, we limited our focus to musics for which we could find at least two reliable sources. Working independently, we coded types of music genres and then dis cussed them until we had agreement on the proper coding. We coded several hundred books and articles to get reliable data on 60 genres. Lena 2003 Lena , 2004 . Conventions of performance and presentation are rapidly codified in Scene-based genres.
These conventions grow out of efforts to find the best way to express new musical ideas, but they often put performers in direct conflict with practitioners of other genres competing for the same resources. These frictions between rival scenes can be quite contentious and visible, as when bebop scene members fought with swing musicians (Lopes 2002) , or when, urged on by a radio DJ, rock fans met in a Chicago stadium to break dance records and chant "disco sucks." Ornette Coleman even had his specially-made instrument smashed by fellow musicians who felt upstaged by his complex and aggressive way of playing hard bop (Rosenthal 1992 For a genre to thrive for long in this large apparatus, its fans must number in the hundreds of thousands, and market logic demands ever larger numbers. Corporate interest in a partic ular genre lasts as long as its sales potential is increasing (Negus 1999) . The otherwise high ly competitive multinational entertainment con glomerates collectively fight the unauthorized use and distribution of their copyrighted music, doing whatever they can to frustrate the devel opment of new genres (Peterson 1990 typing strategies also facilitate sales because company personnel will know how to catego rize and market the "product" (Longhurst 2007; Negus 1999) , and potential consumers can be identified through analysis of marketing demo graphics data (Negus 1999) . Over the past cen tury, technological innovations have standardized and simplified the production of music to satisfy the needs of mass production. Trade magazines' weekly charts of song sales and Industry-based annual music awards help guide industry decisions about the relative suc cess of individual songs and whole genres (Anand and Peterson 2000; Anand and Watson 2004; Watson and Anand 2006) . In the process, genre names become more clearly fixed, but, at the same time, different Scene-based genres that were thought to be antithetical may be melded into one category (Peterson 1997) .
National media bring a budding Industry based genre to the attention of a mass audience with stories about its seemingly discordant music and the large number of genre fans with unconventional lifestyles (Gillett 1974; Laing 1985) . This coverage, however, is usually ill informed about the music and often frames a genre in three contradictory ways. Journalists may portray a genre lifestyle as innocent fun and feature its colorful surface aspects, they may spin the lifestyle as a danger to its fans (Thornton 1996) , or they may claim its "lawless, anti-social, and hedonistic" fans pose a danger to society (Binder 1993) . In 1969, at the time of the Woodstock and Altamont festivals, psy chedelic rock faced all three readings (Santelli 1980 ). This negative attention typically draws even more fans to a genre (Cocks 1985; Laing 1985; Thornton 1996) .
The media may also ignite a "moral panic" in which genre spokespeople, police, political authorities, religious leaders, parent groups, teachers, and moral pundits provide a willing press with lurid quotes. Press coverage often highlights racist, classist, or sexist tropes. For example, in 1943 to 1944 bebop jazz was blamed for the widespread White-on-Black race riots at military bases and in Northern industrial cities (Lopes 2002 (Moore 2005) . Likewise, advertisers often cap italized upon the popularity of a genre to pro mote their products. In the early 1990s, for example, the moniker "alternative," common ly used to refer to grunge rock, was used to sell consumer products like Budweiser (the "alter native beer") and to describe the MTV program "Alternative Nation." A generation earlier, the popularity of political protest prompted a major company to pronounce, "Columbia Records brings you the revolution" (Santelli 1980 petuating a genre put a great amount of effort into constructing its history and highlighting exemplary performers who they deem fit into the genre's emerging canon of exemplars (Lee 2007; Regev 1994; Rosenberg 1985) . Periodic gatherings of genre artists and fans at festivals, celebratory concerts, and reunions are characteristic of Traditionalist genres. These rituals give devotees the chance to gather and momentarily live in the spirit of the genre and reaffirm its continuity (Rosenberg 1985) . New and old performers will often play together, enacting a ritual of renewal through the vener ation of the old timers and the "discovery" of new talent. Performers and promoters com monly rely on employment outside the genre, so these gatherings provide the most significant proportion of their earnings from performing genre music. They may also earn additional money from selling records, musical instru ments, and genre-related ephemera. Many fans sing, play an instrument, or act as promoters of genre events, so the division of labor is less distinct between fan, artist, and industry than in (Light 2004:140) .
Performers' race, class, educational attain ment, and regional origins are often used as markers of authenticity. To play bluegrass, for example, it is said a musician must be White, working class, rural, and preferably from the Appalachian mountains (Rosenberg 1985) ; you must be young, White, and an underachiever to perform punk music in an exemplary fashion (Laing 1985) ; and to really play salsa, a musi cian must be Latin American (Urquia 2004 In the late 1940s, Bebop made the transition into an Industry-based genre as the major record companies bought the recording contracts of the leading Bop artists and began to promote the music to the general public. The national press regularly reported on the music, as well as Bop artists' and fans' antics. Many stories described the zoot suit fashions, argot, racial mixing, juve nile delinquency, and drug taking (Lopes 2002 Table 2 ). Of these, Bebop most closely resem bles Heavy metal, Old-school rap, Punk rock, and Rockabilly in the spectacular and con tentious Industry-based phase of their trajecto ries.
As Table 2 shows, nine musics in disparate streams, including Alternative country, Disco, Gangsta rap, Jump blues, Psychedelic rock, and Thrash metal, experienced Avant-garde, Scene based, and Industry-based genres but have not 
SIT Genre Traiectories
Among our 60 genre trajectories, 11 began as Scene-based genres and moved to an Industry based or Traditionalist form (see Table 3 ). The first five genres in Table 3 grew out of preex isting domestic Scene-based genres, and six imports from abroad took on distinctive iden tities in the United States.
Swing is the only one of these 11 musics to go through the entire SIT trajectory in the twen tieth century. It developed in the late 1920s when sweet dance bands incorporated elements of "hot jazz" into their music. Composers and arrangers orchestrated hot jazz improvisation over written dance-band parts, satisfying both dancers and jazz fans. In the hands of Duke Ellington, Glen Miller, Count Basie, and Benny Goodman, Swing became the dominant form of industrial pop music by the late 1930s. Its
Industry-based form withered in the late 1940s, but a vigorous swing Traditionalist genre [2004] , Heilbut [1997] , and Thompson [2000] on Contemporary gospel). Reggae, Soca, and Tango, Caribbean and Latin music forms that came to the United States and developed dis tinctive attributes here, had no Traditionalist phase. Instead, each became part of the foun dation for later forms of Latin, Rock, and Rap music (Dudley 2004; Roberts 1979; Shepherd et al. 2005) . Finally, three forms of polka music coming from central Europe took on distinctive forms in Midwestern industrial cities, fostered by Scene-based institutions (Shepherd et al. 2005) . None of the polka musics developed into Industry-based genres, but all sustained an extended Traditionalist genre.
IST Genre Traiectories
Nine of our 60 genre trajectories, as depicted in Table 4 , began as Industry-based genres and then developed scenes; six then experienced Traditionalist phases. We did not anticipate this sort of trajectory but identified a number of cases that share this "anomaly." On close inspec tion, we found that most of these genres con spicuously share a source in the pooled efforts of a few creative musicians paired with arrangers, producers, and industry marketers working in the field of Industry-based music.
Soul is a good example of this pattern. African American religious singers had long borrowed from Black secular music and rhythms to give their sacred songs intensity and popular appeal. Following World War II, singers raised in the church reversed the process, bringing elements of energized Gospel music into their secular songs. These efforts ranged widely, from the rocking songs of Little Richard and the shouts of James Brown to the ballads of numer ous R&B quartets. This work coalesced as a coherent genre in the hands of Ray Charles and Ahmet Ertegun, the Atlantic Records owner and producer. In 1954, Charles had a huge hit when he transformed the well-known Gospel anthem "My Jesus Means the World to Me" into the secular "I Got a Woman (way over town that's good to me)." Over the next 10 years, many artists followed his lead, including Solomon Burke, Otis Redding, Aretha Franklin, Sam Cook, Jackie Wilson, and Wilson Picket (Garland 1970; Gillett 1974; Guralnick 1999 Southern gospel developed quite differently. While the genre is highly inflected with Black influences, the designation "Southern" is used to clearly distinguish its predominantly White, Outlaw Country x x a male quartet to perform works from the song books in churches across the South and the Midwest. Four-part quartets had not been pop ular previously, but they were the most cost efficient way to promote songbooks. Touring quartets rapidly became popular, and enter prising singers formed publishing companies and sent out singing quartets of their own. This created a great demand for new songs well suit ed to four-part harmonies. By 1940, perform ances were also held in town halls, theaters, schools, and under tents where theatricality was important to success. Several quartets record ed for RCA in the 1920s, but it wasn't until the 1960s that groups again obtained contracts with major labels. By the 1980s the old circuit no longer drew young fans, but the form has expe rienced a revival as a Traditionalist genre since the 1990s (Goff 2002; Murray 2005) . The Nashville sound was also an unintend ed byproduct of music industry actors. It was the work of major music corporation producers who were also accomplished musicians, most notably Owen Bradley, Herbert Long, and Chet Atkins. Beginning in the late 1950s, they cre ated an assembly-line system of production in an effort to produce standard, high-quality coun try music at a low cost. Professional songwrit ers provided songs that were assigned to particular artists, and a set of professional "ses sion" musicians created arrangements in the studio. What began as a system of production soon developed distinct musical qualities that collectively became known as the Nashville sound (Hemphill 1970) . The genre flourished in the 1960s, was supplanted in the 1970s, and to date it has not had a Traditionalist form (Jensen 1998) . Like the Nashville sound, Cowboy music was the byproduct of a system of creating recorded music; it was produced in the Hollywood movie lots devoted to making "B" Western films (Peterson 1997) .
Outlaw country coalesced in the mid-1970s as a reaction to the growing banality of the Nashville sound, but it represented a long tra dition of "hard country music," running from are broken or truncated, all the sampled musics went through a Scene-based phase.
The Theoretical Utility of Genre and
Social-Cultural Classification
The forms and trajectories we discovered in music of the twentieth-century United States seem similar to those of other social forma tions. We described how new music genres coa lesce from musicians' dissatisfactions and their ability to attract an active music scene. Much the same process seems to take place in the "invis ible colleges" of scientists and scholars in the humanities. These groups form around faculty's and students' dissatisfaction with the dominant practices in a given discipline, and some of these factions become well enough established that they are able to gather sufficient resources to produce and convey knowledge (Crane 1972; Frickel and Gross 2005) . The growth of aca demic disciplines thus resembles musics in the first three phases of the AgSIT trajectory. Much the same process is found in the development of churches that grow from sects or cults.
Whether derived from an existing denomination as a sect, or born from fresh inspiration as a cult, these groups can experience similar develop mental paths as AgSIT genres, until they too wither or become established churches (Stark and Bainbridge 1985; Wallis 1975) . The musics we studied changed in patterned ways that may mirror processes in other domains. The music and lifestyle of many gen res moved from being novel and experimental to being seen as unexceptional, fixed, or old fashioned. This particular patterned change strikes us as similar to Weber's idea of the rou tinization of charisma (Weber 1947) , and this similarity may point us toward more general principles that could explain the dynamics of diverse collectivities. Numerous sociological studies examine the social processes of genre dynamics in various forms of cultural expression, focusing on the valorization of a cultural form as art (Baumann 2007; Bourdieu 1990; DiMaggio 1982 DiMaggio , 1992 Regev 1994; White and White 1965 Much writing on genre emergence focuses on the ingenuity and creativity of particular artists. It is clear from the detailed descriptions of Avant-garde genres, however, that key artists and cultural entrepreneurs are often familiar with the development of earlier musics, and these stories may condition their actions as they set out to form a new music. Similarly, there may be pres sures for a genre to acquire particular institu tional features that are isomorphic with those of others in the organizational field.
Hesmondhalgh (1998), for example, shows that the organizational and institutional dynamics of the music industry frustrated the attempts of post-punk bands to operate on a democratic basis.
The dynamics of field opportunity structures seem to dictate that when a dominant genre is aging, only one of the contending new genres will be able to take its place. Is this process We have focused on identifying develop mental sequences of music genres; the causal mechanisms that aid genres as they transition from one genre form to the next were not our concern here. However, having identified the prevalent genre types and trajectories, future research might seek the necessary and sufficient conditions for the production of these genre forms and their sequencing.
Our study shows that defining music genre sociologically as a creative group process rather than as a discourse about taxonomy or a mar ket category facilitates understanding the processes of classification and systematic change. It also provokes a range of questions about the social structure of genres, the dynam ics of their trajectories, and the ways these shape music. It may also shed light on processes of classification and change in other creative domains in sociology, the arts, management, and the sciences. More broadly, this inductive schema illustrates both the relevance of sociol ogy to the study of culture and the centrality of the study of culture to the problems of con temporary sociology. 
